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Understanding the Impact of Medical Educational
Interventions in Training Shared Decision
Making for Residents
Evelyn Funke Folorunsho1), Chloe Walsh2), Linda Ostlundh3), Nabtta Bashir1),
Jeffry King4), Raphael O.B. Folorunsho5), Vera Victor-Aigbodion6),
Chiedu Eseadi7)
ABSTRACT
Background/Objective: Shared decision making (SDM) is a model of communication between the doctor and patient that
helps to empower the patient. SDM is a recent improvement in patient care that allows the consideration of the patient's preferences in the planning and implementation of the treatment plan, which is patient centered.
Purpose: This review aimed to 1) evaluate the nature of interventions implemented in the studies and 2) assess the level of
effectiveness employed within these studies using Kirkpatrick’s learning evaluation.
Methods: Systematic searches were conducted in five electronic databases: Medline, PsycInfo, Web of Science, CINAHL, and
Scopus. Methodological rigor was assessed using the Quality Assessment Tool for Studies with Diverse Designs (QATSDD).
Kirkpatrick's Evaluation Hierarchy was used to categorize the level of evaluation completed within the studies.
Results: In total, 12 articles were included in the final analysis. Interventions were most rated as positive in combining training methods to teach residents SDM with decisional aids (83.3%). In addition, there were significant improvements in residents'
knowledge (90%), changes in attitude (75.0%), changes in behavior intended and self-reported by participants (n = 8/9; 88.8%),
organizational/clinical changes that aided patient collaboration and decision (n = 1; 8.3%).
Conclusion: From this study, educational interventions applied to training SDM skills in residents achieved positive outcomes; however, they could achieve more positive outcomes when diverse approaches to training are applied.
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interventions, medical education, residents training, shared decision making, training evaluation.

INTRODUCTION
Shared decision-making (SDM) as a communication model is a conversational process between the doctor and patient. Information is
shared, and the patient is supported to make an informed decision
regarding their healthcare1). This process has emerged as the cutting
edge for improving patient care through collaboration by the physician,
considering patient preferences and values to make a joint treatment
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plan for the patient’s care2-4). The SDM model demonstrates the movement toward a more patient-centered style of care where the patient is
treated with dignity and is involved in decision making around their
care5). Several studies exploring SDM have reported improved patient
satisfaction, resolution of mental health symptoms, and reduction in
medical litigation6). The benefits of SDM are broad. Some benefits are
for the patients, such as reduced lab tests and reduced cost of treatment.
For the health care system, it reduces time wasted on major clinical
decisions and assists healthcare workers in understanding the patient’s
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perspective. Further, it aids in reducing anxiety in the patient while at
the same time increasing the knowledge of the patient, leading to better-informed choices and preventing unwanted healthcare outcomes8-10).
Due to the documented benefits of SDM to the patient, healthcare
team/provider, and the system, medical curricula have placed more
emphasis on implementing and incorporating SDM training in recent
years to strengthen physician-patient relationships and achieve better
patient outcomes10,11). Training medical students to be effective at SDM
is essential. Because communication is vital to providing adequate
healthcare delivery, high-quality communication skills training is fundamental for successfully training physicians to achieve better clinical
skills outcomes for patients and surrogates12). So, medical education has
focused efforts on improving trainee's development of SDM skills using
various methods, including peer role-plays, video analysis, simulated
patients consultations, workshops, and demonstrations13-15). Beyond the
interventional tools and policies propelling the training and implementation of SDM in the residents' program, other external factors can cause
challenges when implementing SDM interventions in patient care; for
example, culture and family values, how much education and knowledge patients must make the informed choice, time to accomplish decision making, and what suitable model to use in the diversity of clinical
cases16,17).
Effective shared decision-making between patient and physician
depends more on good conversation18). Implementing SDM in medical
education requires the development of principles and processes that are
dynamic and valuable to overcoming these challenges with adequate
knowledge, experience and application of the various decision aids for
patients' care19,20). Furthermore, a thorough understanding of the types
and effectiveness of SDM interventions used in residents’ training is
required. Systematic reviews are valuable tools for examining the overall evidence for implemented interventions. They can help identify strategies for overcoming the challenges of providing the best-prepared physicians to deliver adequate and high-quality healthcare to patients21).
Two previous systematic reviews have evaluated SDM training for physicians. Durand et al.19) examined the impact of SDM interventions
implemented in undergraduate curricula but did not evaluate the quality
of the studies or assess the overall level of evaluation. Ospina et al.3)
examined SMD training for undergraduate and postgraduate medical
trainees. They discussed the overall level of evaluation and conducted
quality assessments; however, they did not specifically examine the
impact of SDM training on residents. Training for medical residents
aims to prepare them to provide a high quality of health care; therefore,
it is paramount to evaluate the impact of existing educational training to
identify the most valuable tools for training SDM21). The aim of this systemic review, therefore, is 1) to review other approaches of interventions that were used for improving shared decision making for residents;
and 2) to evaluate the measures of interventions used. Based on this
review, guidance will be provided for future research and those seeking
to design effective SDM interventions within residents training in the
different disciplines of medicine.

METHODS
This systematic review was conducted and reported following the
Preferred Reporting Items for Systemic Review and Meta-analysis
(PRISMA) guidelines22).
Search strategy
Studies included comprehensive searches of five electronic databases. These are Medline, PsycInfo, Web of Science, CINAHL, ERIC and
Scopus. Additionally, complete reference lists of all studies included
following the database searches were accessed to identify additional relevant studies. Finally, the researchers applied best practices to ensure
they omitted no vital information23,24). The searches were conducted
between April and May 2021 and updated in July 2021.
The PICO framework utilized in this research was to construct
search terms as guided by the PICO question, Medical Subject Headings
(MeSH), and any other words thought to be relevant, according to
Considine et al.25,26). The (P: participant, population, I: intervention, C:
comparison, control or comparator, O: outcomes, S: study type
(PICO's), which was designed around three distinct sets of search terms;
1) Medical Students (e.g., "medical trainees" OR "Resident/residency ";
2) Educational interventions (e.g., "training" OR "program"); and 3)
Shared Decision Making (e.g., "collaborative decision making"). In
addition, a complete sample search strategy for Medline in a combina-

tion of search fields: title, abstract, and MeSH to ensure the best possible search result was obtained. This strategy was adopted as required to
suit the other databases.
Eligibility criteria (Inclusion and Exclusion criteria)
The studies included in this review primarily focused on evaluating
an intervention to improve SDM among medical residents, e.g., time-series design, randomized controlled trials, pre/post-test. Additionally, the
study must be published in the English language, limited to a peer-reviewed journal and present data on the outcomes of the intervention in
terms of whether there was an improvement in the learners’ reaction,
behaviour skills and what was the outcome of the interventional element38). There was no time limit imposed on the year of studies.
The papers excluded were editorials, letters to the editor, posters,
opinions, and conference articles. Other exclusion criteria included:
studies investigating other elements of communication skills (e.g., team
building communication skills); studies reporting other health workers
and health profession students (e.g., nursing students, staff nurses, qualified physicians).
Study Selection
The titles and abstracts of unique records returned from the database
searches were screened against the eligibility criteria by two reviewers.
The screening process is done via Covidence software; Covidence
de-duplicated all identified records before starting the screening,
uploading documents and reports exported by the software27-29). A report
of the conflicts was presented after each screening stage for discussion
between the two reviewers. If the reviewers found it unclear and thought
it should be included based on the title and abstract, both reviewers
assessed the entire paper independently, and a decision was reached
based on the discussion22,30). An experienced medical librarian guided the
use of the software "Covidence"29). After the initial title and abstract
screening were complete, the full texts of the articles deemed potentially
eligible for inclusion were screened against the eligibility criteria. First,
template titles were formulated following PICO's framework strategies
to meet the research purpose (P: participant, population, I: intervention,
C: comparison, control or comparator, O: outcomes, S: study type13).
According to the framework's application, the population being examined were medical residents; the interventions reviewed were the teaching, demonstrations or simulations done. Further, the comparators considered depended on the study design and the studied variables. The outcome aims to find the effect of educational interventions in shared decision training. Lastly, the design method used in each study was
described and included13).
Data Extraction
Two reviewers completed the data extraction for each study. Data
items extracted from each study were: 1) citation details (i.e., first
author and year); 2) country of publication, based on the first author's
affiliation at the time the study was conducted); 3) participant characteristics (n, gender, year of training); 4) Study design; 5) Setting in which
the intervention was implemented; 6) type/description of intervention;
and 8) measures used to evaluate the intervention using Kirkpatrick's
four levels of measurement; 9) outcome and findings of the study, See
Table 1. Kirkpatrick’s framework is a widespread tool used to evaluate
training programs' effectiveness.
Data synthesis
Narrative synthesis using words and text was applied in this study
to summarise the findings of the multiple studies with diverse methodology and measures31,32). Furthermore, this review describes findings from
other research on medical education intervention on SDM and forms
used in testing the various types of the interventions. Considering that
included studies in this review were of diverse study design and measurement, it was not feasible to conduct a meta-analysis33,34). Therefore,
given the variety of studies reviewed, we developed codes to allow the
synthesis of data relating to the specific nature of intervention in each
study. The intervention was assessed under author-defined primary outcomes, a summary measure of effect and the most relevant measure to
SDM training 35) . The evaluation measures used were based on
Kirkpatrick's four levels classification of training programs; level 1Reaction (satisfaction), level 2- Learning (knowledge or skill in a setting), level 3- Behaviour (in practice), and level 4-Outcome of each
medical education intervention (effects on patients /decision/clinical )
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Figure 1: Prisma Flowchart

and abstraction of the process in each result was considered13,36). The outcomes achieved in each study were classified as positive/ mixed /negative/ or of no clear effect37).
Quality Appraisal
Following data extraction, a critical appraisal of the included studies
was conducted using the Quality Assessment Tool for Studies with
Diverse Designs (QATSDD)54,55). This tool was chosen as it has been
reported to have a good record of displaying reliability and validity for
quality appraisal of studies with qualitative, quantitative, or mixed study
designs design. Studies were scored under 16 criteria, including aspects
of the theoretical approach, the research setting, data collection, and
method of analysis38,40). Each indicator was assessed on a 4-point Likert
scale and awarded a score of 0 (not at all) to 3(complete) for each criterion. Eleven items on the checklist are common to all studies, and there
are two specific items for qualitative studies and three specific items for
quantitative studies41). The maximum score for qualitative 39 and quantitative studies is 42, and the maximum score for mixed methods studies
is 4842). This tool has been reliably developed and used, for example, by
health services researchers and has been widely applied in systematic
reviews on medical education and health services43). The critical apprais-

al was conducted independently by two reviewers on all studies and
applied the quality appraisal QATSDD approach, which is reliable
means of assessing Diverse study quality (QATSDD)54,55). Any disagreement was solved through discussion until consensus was reached.

RESULTS
Study selection
The PRISMA flow diagram shown in Figure 1, depicts the number
of articles selected at each stage of the process. Database and considered
reference list searched returned 2326 potential studies for screening; 12
studies were considered eligible based on inclusion criteria. The 12
studies analyzed were published between 2012 and 2021.
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Table 1: Characteristics of the 12 included studies that assess
educational interventions' outcomes to train residents in
SDM.
Characteristics

No. of Studies (%)

Study Design:
Pre/post intervention

Table 2: Levels of evaluation across 12 SDM studies reviewed
with examples related to outcomes.
Level

4 (33.3%)

Randomised controlled trial

2 (16.7%)

Country/Countries in which Intervention was Implemented:
USA

6 (50%)

Switzerland

N studies (%)

Outcomes (n
studies; %)

1. Reactions

- Positive

6 (50%)

Post-intervention only

Example

			

- 2A. Learning:
change in
attitudes

- Participants' impressions

n = 10

and self-reported effect

(83.3%)

(n = 10/12;

of training on them---[44].		

83.3%)

- Changes in attitude were

- Positive

n = 8 (66.6%)

reported through a self-		
report survey [45].		

(n = 6/8;
75.0%).

			

- No clear

1 (8.3%)

			

effect (n =

Canada

4 (33.3%)

			

2/8; 25%).

Netherlands

1 (8.3%)

- 2B. Learning:

- Participants completed a

changes in

skills acquisition survey[46]. (83.3%)

Medical Domain:

n = 10/12

- Positive
(n = 9/10;

knowledge or 			

90%).

skills

- Newly acquired 		

- no clear

improved their SDM due 		

effect (n = 1;

to the training[47].		

10%)

- Behaviour is changed

n = 9/12

- Positive

1 (8.3%)

through well-designed

(75%)

Surgery

1 (8.3%)

learner-centred 		

88.8%)

Internal medicine /paediatric

3 (25%)

educational interventions 		

- No clear

Oncology

1 (8.3%)

Internal medicine

2 (16.7%)

Family Medicine

2 (16.7%)

Emergency Medicine

1 (8.3%)

Paediatric

1 (8.3%)

Rheumatology

Participants:

3. Behaviour

(n = 8/9;

in a setting that is real to 		

effect

expectation[48].		

(n = 1/9;

			11.1%)

Junior residents PGY 1

3 (25%)

Senior residents PGY 2, 3, 4 (senior)

5 (41.7 %)

Change in

Non-specified residents' class

4 (33.3%)

system/

4A. Results:

NA

NA

NA

organizational

Strength of Evidence Score:
1

n=4 (33%)

2

n=6(50%)

3

n=3(25%)

Study Characteristics
Study design and country of publication

As can be seen, Table 1 shows that half of the studies (n = 6; 50%)
employed pre and post-test designs. A total of four studies (33.3%) used
a post design, and two (16.7%) constitute of cluster randomized controlled trial. Half of the studies, six (50%), were conducted in the United
States.
Participants

Table 1 provides information regarding study participants' levels;
senior residents were (PGY 2, 3, 4) 41.7%, followed by those unspecified in the class at 33.3%, and the PG Y 1 residents in the studies were
3(25%).
Medical Domain

As shown in Table 1, all studies (n = 12; 100%) included are exclusively focused on interventions administered across academic and clinical medicine settings. Most studies were from Internal medicine (n = 3;
25%) and in combination with pediatric (n = 2; 16.7%), followed by
family medicine (n = 2; 16.7%), and emergency medicine, rheumatology, surgery, oncology (n = 1; 8.3%) in each category.

practice
4B. Results:

- Intervention enhances

n = 1/12

- Positive

change among

patients verbalizing

(8.3%)

(n = 1;

participants;

satisfaction after 		

Affecting

consultation or reaching

Changes in

a decision causing

clinical

improvements in

outcomes

conditions within the

8.3%)

clinical practice[49]		

Evaluation Measures

Table 2 describes the evaluation measures, the number of studies
representing the nature of the evaluation and the outcomes achieved.
Majority of the studies (n = 10; 83.3%) used Level 1- Reactions measures. Eight studies (66.6%) were evaluated at Level 2A - Learning:
Change in Attitudes; the interventions in 11 studies (91.6%) were evaluated on Level 2B - Learning: Changes in knowledge/skill. Level 3 Behaviour measures were self-reported by survey in nine studies
(88.8%) using shared decisions models. Clinical practice improvements
with residency training were evaluated at level 4B - Results: change
among participants in only one study (8.3%). No studies evaluated the
intervention in Level 4A - Results: Change in system/organizational
practice. All the included studies employed more than one evaluation
measure at different levels (n = 12; 100%).
Table 3 provides an overview of the categories of evaluation measures used, the nature of the intervention, and the outcomes achieved for
SDM in resident's education used in the various studies. Based on
Effective Practice and Organization of Care (EPOC), educational interventions include but not limited to learning resources like videos, classroom teachings, books, demonstrations, assessments, and other skills
practised with standardized or real patients were used in the studies14,15,52). These interventions are divided into four categories: interventions that equips residents, interventions that create equal opportunities,
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Table 3: Codes applied to summarize data relating to the type of
evaluation measures used, the nature of the intervention,
and the outcomes achieved for SDM in resident's education.
Type of Evaluation

The Nature of the

Measures

Intervention

The Outcomes Achieved

intervention upon

Interventions focused on

the practice and

enhancing changes to

functioning of

learners' approach to

the residents.

patients.
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Examples: institutional
or departmental

Employed
Level 1: Measures

Interventions that Equips

Outcomes were coded as

of Reactions

the residents

positive if data were demon-

Measures relating to 		

strative of desirable

the perceived

Interventions focused on

changes in the outcome

likeability,

the professional

measure(s) or suggestive

usefulness or

development and

of a positive impact of the

relevance of the

individual growth of the

educational intervention.

strategies focused on
enhancing changes in
clinical outcomes.
Intervention that affects
outcomes after consultation
(reaching a decision).

applied intervention. participants.
		
Examples: skills-based

Example: Increase in the

training programs,

number of completed

assigning

participants and rate of

mentors to each resident,

participation in the

clinical exposure.

measure.

Level 2A: Measures

Interventions that Create

Outcomes were coded as

of Learning-

Equal Opportunities

negative when the nature

Change in Attitudes		

of changes observed on the

Measures focused

Interventions that

measure(s) was

on assessing

remove barriers to

undesirable, or the data

changes in attitude

participants

were suggestive of a

or perceptions 		

negative impact of the

towards constructs

Examples:

relating to the

-implementation of

intervention.

flexible and objective

intervention.

principles to all
Level 2B: Measures

participants.

of LearningChanges in

-changes in the

Knowledge or Skills

reciprocal attitudes or

Measures focused

perceptions among

on assessing for

participants towards the

demonstrable

intervention [50].

the interventions that value relational skills and increase ease of shared
decision making, and interventions that assess and revise work culture48,50,53-58).
Intervention that Equips Residents: Most of the studies (n = 11;
100%) delivered interventions focused on the development of residents
in SDM workshops, training, video demonstrations, exercise with standardized patients or clinical exposure, which addressed the resident’s
knowledge deficit and increased confidence relating to the use of SDM
in communication in actual clinical practice44,55,58).
Interventions that Create Equal Opportunities; Most of the studies
(n = 11; 91.6%) unintentionally removed barriers and created opportunities for all participants to improve in both knowledge and skills of SDM
by focusing on participants on completed skills acquisition survey (n =
9/10; 90%) and self-reported attitude survey (n = 6/8; 75.0%). Most participants got an opportunity for training, exercises, and pre/post-test as
applicable, except for one study that did not provide an equal test for
residents post-intervention (n = 1/12;8.3%)48,54,56).
The Interventions that valued relational skills and increased ease of
shared decision making; Nine studies (n = 9;75%) show case
behavioural changes with better confidence in their ability to share decisions with patients. Many residents self-report comfort with practice and
the intention of using shared decision-making skills (n = 8/9; 88.8%)48).
Interventions that assess and revise work culture focus on strategies
for building and promoting decisions that facilitate physician-patient
collaboration and changing cultures that were not inclusive in physician-patient communication. One study fell under this category
(n=1/12;8.3%), implementing all four types of interventions
employed57).

changes in
knowledge or skills

Outcomes

related to the
intervention.
Level 3: Measures

Interventions that value

Outcomes were coded as

of Behavior

relational skills and

mixed in instances where

Measures focused

increase ease of shared

data from multiple

decision making.

measures were reported,

on job-related 		

and data were suggestive

behaviour changes

Examples: how many

of the intervention's

or transfer of

residents self-report

positive and negative

learning to the

using SDM models in

impacts.

clinical practice.

consultations with
Simulated patients or
hospital-based
consultations.

Level 4A: Measures

Interventions that assess

of Results: Changes

strategies for building

no clear effect when no

in Organizational

and promoting decisions

report was given on the
results of the measure.

Practices

that facilitate

Measures focused

collaboration between

on examining the

physicians and patients.

impact of the 		

Outcomes were coded as

The outcomes were mainly positive in all studies. Table 2 displays
the outcomes achieved related to the different levels of measurement.
Table 4 presents the achieved outcomes concerning types of intervention applied and the classification of outcomes as undesirable (negative), positive, no clear effect or mixed. Only one study (n = 1/12;
8.3%), which focused on changing organizational practices and culture,
found a positive effect on the changes in the residents' approach to
patients’ values and culture enhanced collaboration in antibiotic use
after consultation in the clinic59).
Quality appraisals
The QATSDD was applied to the individual studies. Quantitative
studies (n = 11; 91.7%) achieved a mean total score of 21.45(SD = 3.7)
out of a possible total score of 42. In mixed methods (n = 1; 8.3%), only
one paper with a total score scored 19/39.6. For qualitative, no paper
was reviewed under this category. Most of the studies scored poorly on
a lack of a clear theoretical framework, reporting sample size considerations. The rationale behind the choice of data collection tool, reporting
statistical assessment of reliability and validity of measurement tool,
justification for the analytic method used, and no clear evidence of user
involvement in design Item. However, the included studies provided
well enough information on some items relating to aims and objectives,
a good description of the study setting, Fit between the research question and method of data collection and analysis. All 12 studies assessed
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on QATSDD performed well in item describing the strength and limitations of the studies.

Table 5: The summary of multiple educational interventions in
each study.

Strength of Findings

Author

As shown in Table 4, twelve articles revealed interventions that
equipped the students with SDM had 83.3% positive effects, and eleven
papers identified interventions with equal opportunities with 91.6% positive effects. In addition, nine articles explained interventions that val-

		

simulation process

		

applied.

[60]

Number of

intervention		

studies
12

Outcomes

1--------------------

Professional development
of residents on SDM, 		

n = 10;

Equips the

workshops, training, video 		

83.3%

residents

demonstrations exercise 		

Mixed = 0

with SP /clinical exposure		
11

Positive

No clear

2--------------------

Encourages changes in the

attitudes or perceptions 		

91.6

Create Equal

among participants 		

Mixed

Opportunities

towards the intervention[50].		

No clear

Positive

Implementation of 		

effect

common objective /		

n = 1;8.3%

decisional aids.
[61]

[62]

In-person training, use SP, group discussion,

No clear effect

Flipped classroom workshop, demonstration,

Positive

peer role play.
[63]

Video demonstrations, virtual clinical case

NA

scenarios, video debriefing.
[64]

Workshop, exercise with SP, scenarios,

Positive

feedback from SP.
[65]

Didactic training, the in- person live demon,

Positive

practice in a small group with faculty.
[66]

Online training, video, decisional aids

NA

[67]

Didactic training, video, exercise with SP, use

Positive

case scenarios, and audio recording.
[68]

principles to all

Workshop, didactic teaching, peer role-play,

Positive

decisional aids, scenarios, feedback/debrief.

participants, male or
female, resident year

[69]

(training, pre/post survey

Workshop, exercise with SP/peer role-play,

Positive

decisional aids, scenarios, debrief.

etc.)
Interventions focused on

Positive

video, clinical exposure with patients,

effect 25%.

Interventions that

3--------------------

Online training, interactive in-person training,

and questionnaires.

Interventions that

			

Online training and virtual interactive sessions, Positive
facilitator.

Table 4: Types of interventions reported across the included studies with examples and outcomes.
Examples

Outcomes where

scenarios, and small group discussion with a
[74]

Nature of

Educational tools used

[70]

9

Positive

Interventions that

how many residents self-		

88.8%

valued relational

report using shared 		

Mixed

skills and

decisions in the setting.		

No clear

increased ease of 			

effect 11.1%

Workshop online, didactic, Use SP, scenarios,

NA

group practice. Debrief.

DISCUSSION

shared decision 			
making 		
4--------------------

Interventions focused on

1

Positive

Interventions that

nhancing changes in 		

8.3%

Assess and revise

eclinical outcomes.		

Mixed

work culture

Patients self-report 		

No clear

satisfaction after 		

effect

consultation and make 		
decisions.

ued relational skills and increased ease of SDM with 88.8% positive
effects. Finally, one paper revealed that interventions that assess and
revise work culture had 8.3% positive effect.
As can be seen in Table 5, In the current study, eight papers (66.7%)
applied a form of simulation methods (i.e., using simulated patients or
peer role play) either virtually or in-person to equip participants in SDM
communications skills. The strength of findings observed across each
study included in this review defers as demonstrated in Table 1. Half of
the papers included in the study received a score of 2 (n = 6;50%), four
papers scored 1 (n = 4; 33%), while three papers received the possible
highest score of 3 (n = 3;25%) indicating that an average of the data collected supported conclusions presented71). Both qualitative and quantitative research designs are needed to clarify which aspects of residency
training best prepare doctors to deliver high-quality care.

Prior research has evaluated the effectiveness of SDM training in
enhancing communication skills for undergraduate medical students and
medical physicians. Such findings have shown that equipping physicians with SDM skills enhances better and clear communication with
patients. The current study systematically reviewed, evaluated, and
identified the ideal training methods to cultivate SDM skills in medical
residents. This review has comprehensively evaluated a paucity of
research on educational interventions used in diverse domains of residents’ programs to train SDM skills. The impact of these interventions
on resident training has been identified by employing Kirkpatrick's four
levels of learning62,66). Unlike Ospina et al.3), although having a similar
aim, the current study focuses on much broader perspectives.
Consequently, it only provides an understanding of the impact of educational interventions on medical trainees in SDM. The results of the present review highlight evidence of the effect of simulation-based communication in improving behavioural outcomes.
Moreover, the data collated from the papers in this review show that
most of the educational interventions focused on equipping residents
and creating equal opportunities59). These interventions include video
demonstrations, practical sessions with peers or with SP, decisional aids,
and online training. Therefore, this paper assumes that the diverse use of
training methods accounts for residents' observed ease and increase in
use of SDM to determine patients' preferences. Additionally, previous
studies15,59,69) provide evidence for these observations as they report that a
combination of interventions addresses skills deficit in SDM. However,
these associated effects were obtained using self-report questionnaires.
While being heterogeneous in its methods, the programme estimates
focus only on self-reported satisfaction50). Specifically, 83.3% of the
papers reviewed in the present study relied on self-reported participants'
impressions. However, self-reported data are subjective and cannot be
reliable as they are obtained via personal views or assumptions rather
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than an established fact. Thus, it is subject to bias50). Therefore, conclusions cannot be drawn on the reliability of the associated effects.
Nevertheless, the self-reported behavioural evaluations showed a
positive impact of SDM training when the training method involved
practice, both during and after the training. However, further research
must explore if the impact of interventional strategies is transferable to
clinical outcomes. According to Kirkpatricks' 4 level model, observed
clinical outcomes are the highest level of evidence in evaluating training
effectiveness. Therefore, achieving this level of effectiveness will allow
for more sustainable educational interventions50,72-74).
Simulated patients are used in medical education to a greater extent
to impact learners' communication skills75). In the current study, 66.7%
of the studies applied a form of simulation methods (i.e., using simulated patients or peer role play) either virtually or in-person to equip participants in SDM communications skills (See Table 5). Furthermore,
87.5% of the studies showed positive outcomes in the measure level for
behavioral changes. These findings are further supported by Kaplonyi et
al.76). They explain that using SPs in building learners' skills in communication is valuable and better in targeting specific skills. SP based communication in medical education gives learners more opportunity to
practice the soft skills, provide feedback to learners, aiding learners to
refine specific skills (i.e., shared decision making77,78). However, it is
limited evidence of how this translates to patients' outcomes 76) .
Therefore, it is necessary to assess skills outcomes at higher levels.
The results indicated that very few interventions were focused on
evaluating interventions at level 4 of Kirkpatrick's Hierarchy of
Evaluation. Level 4 refers to changes in system /organizational practice
and or change among participants; reports focus on reactions and
behaviours. There are various reasons why interventions should be evaluated at the higher levels: 1) This provides the ultimate measure of the
impact of educational intervention as it influences desired and sustainable changes in organization /clinical practice,2) this can identify strategies for building and promoting decision that facilitates physicians-patient collaboration in real practice,3) this provides the most reliable evidence for the impact of the intervention, however, it could be very challenging to get the data,4) securing an individual's opportunity to relate
practical training on SDM to the specific clinical settings, for example,
Emergency medicine, pediatric or surgery79-81).
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Future Research
There are a number of recommendations for future research that can
be drawn from the current research findings. As mentioned earlier, there
is a paucity of research that evaluates the training techniques' clinical
outcomes on the development of SDM skills. Therefore, further research
should aim to use the higher levels of the Kirkpatrick model in intervention evaluation. Moreover, future research should compare SDM training for residents in different specialities/domains to find if some SDM
specific techniques are better for some specialities. In addition, future
research should focus on providing more detail when reporting interventions to facilitate replication. Although simulation methods in building
communication skills for learners are impactful, further research is
needed to investigate the barriers interfering with transferring skills
learned using simulation to patient outcomes. Direct involvement of the
primary subjects (i.e. medical residents) is the only way to understand
and effectively attend to their needs84). Thus, future studies should consider user involvement in the design of interventions and the need for a
better quality of reporting. Likewise, SDM should not be misconstrued
with evidence-based medicine (EBM) as both apply a patient-centred
approach to medical care; however, the teaching of SDM falls within
the scope of communication courses whereas that of EBM falls under
the scope of epidemiology courses85).

CONCLUSION
The current study demonstrates the results of the few studies on
educational interventions that impacted residents in shared decision-making skills. Overall, the main implication of the current findings
is that it is difficult to estimate which educational method is best suited
for imparting SDM skills to residents. Thus, it is essential to incorporate
several of the critical methods discussed above, including the clinical
aspects, in developing training programmes for medical residents.
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